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Purpose: This real-world study investigates the direct healthcare costs from the perspective of the Italian Healthcare National Service
of experienced statin users according to their level of adherence to therapy and to their cardiovascular (CV) profile in Italian settings of
outpatients clinical practice.
Patients and Methods: A retrospective observational analysis was performed based on administrative databases covering approxi-
mately 6 million health-assisted individuals. Adult patients with statins prescription between January 2014 and December 2016 were
screened, and first prescription within this period was the index date. Follow-up lasted 1 year after index date. Only patients receiving
statins prior index date (experienced statin users) were included and distributed in clusters based on their CV profile. Adherence was
calculated during follow-up as proportion of days covered (PDC) and classified in low adherence (PDC<40%), partial adherence
(PDC=40–79%) and adherence (PDC≥80%). Mean direct healthcare costs of drugs, hospitalizations, and outpatient services were
evaluated during follow-up.
Results: A total of 436,623 experienced statin users were included and distributed as follows: 5.5% in the previous CV events, 22.6%
in diabetes, 55.7% in CV treatments and 16.2% in the no comorbidity cluster. Total mean annual cost/patient decreased from low
adherent to adherent patients from €4826 to €3497 in previous CV events, from €2815 to €2360 in diabetes cluster, from €2077 to
€1863 for patients with CV treatments. Same trend was reported for the cost item related to hospitalizations, which was the major
determinant of the total costs. In previous CV event cluster, adherence was associated to a saving of €879 on total costs.
Conclusion: The study highlighted a decrease in overall mean costs as adherence levels increase, particularly for patients with
previous CV events, showing how improving adherence could be associated to cost savings and suggesting suited strategy based on
CV profile should be undertaken for adherence optimization.
Keywords: direct costs, lipid-lowering drugs, medication adherence, real-life

Introduction
Statins represent the cornerstone of lipid-lowering therapies, that are among the most established tools for reducing
cardiovascular (CV) risk in both primary and secondary CV prevention.1 Although long-term use is essential to obtain
clinical benefits, adherence to statin treatments is often suboptimal and represents a major challenge in the field of CV
prevention, as widely reported in literature.2–4

Conditions treated sub-optimally may lead to worsening of symptoms and complications that in turn require an
increased utilization of medical resources.5 A poor medication adherence can impair the effectiveness of treatments and it
has been associated with increased morbidity and mortality and with higher healthcare resource utilization and related
costs, thus representing a burden for patients as well as for Health National Systems.6,7 This potentially suggests that
higher levels of medication adherence may have positive economic value, especially in the context of chronic diseases.5
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To date, several studies estimated the cost-effectiveness of statins, many of them based on data from randomized
clinical trials (RCT), therefore on selected populations with strict inclusion criteria that may be not representative of
patients encountered in clinical practice.1,8 Furthermore, few of them consider adherence to treatments, which can be
sub-optimal in real-world settings compared with that observed in the setting of RCT. Therefore, observational studies
based on data from daily clinical practice may represent appropriate tools to evaluate the impact of adherence on
healthcare costs among patients with chronic conditions requiring long-term treatments.8,9 Real-world data can indeed
embrace patients with different clinical characteristics and different pattern of utilization, thus allowing to recognize sub-
group of patients with high resource consumption. As for Italy, little is known about how the adherence to statin could be
associated with direct costs in specific population of patients characterized by a different CV profile. Therefore, the aim
of the present real-world study is to evaluate the effect of different level of adherence on the healthcare direct costs for
patients treated with statin according to their CV profile in Italian real-world settings of clinical practice. Specifically, the
analyses focus on experienced patients, ie those that were already receiving statins prior inclusion, to provide a realistic
scenario of adherence in patients chronically treated.

Materials and Methods
Data Source
To perform the analysis, data were collected from the administrative databases of a pool of Italian Local Health Units
(LHUs) geographically distributed over the entire country, including approximately 6 million health-assisted individuals.
The following databases have been used: demographic database that provides demographic information, such as birth
date and gender of all subjects who receive Italian National Health System (INHS) assistance supplied by LHU.
Pharmaceutical databases containing data on prescription, such as brand name, ATC (Anatomical-Therapeutic
Chemical) code, marketing authorizations code, number of packages, number of units per package, unit cost per package,
and prescription date. Hospitalization database that includes all hospitalization data with discharge diagnosis codes
classified according to the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM),
diagnosis Related Group (DRG) and DRG related charge (provided by Health System). Outpatient specialist services
database that stores information about date of prescription, type, description activity of diagnostic tests and visits for
patients in analysis and laboratory test or specialist visit charge.

The patient code in each database allows electronic linkage between all different databases. To guarantee patients’
privacy, an anonymous univocal numeric code was assigned to each subject included in the study, in full compliance with
the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (2016/679).10 No identifiers related to patients were provided
to the authors. All the results of the analyses were produced as aggregated summaries, impossible to be attributed, either
directly or indirectly, to individual patients. Informed consent was not required since obtaining it is impossible for
organizational reasons (pronouncement of the Data Privacy Guarantor Authority, General Authorization for personal data
treatment for scientific research purposes – n.9/2014). The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the
Declaration of Helsinki, and according to the Italian law,11 this study has been notified to the local Ethics Committee of
the Regions and LHUs involved in the study and approved by the Ethics Committees (protocol code, date of approval)
of: Comitato Etico CEAS Umbria (3356/2018, 25/10/2018); Comitato Etico Unico Regionale FVG (CEUR-2019-Os-20,
5/02/2019); Comitato Etico per la sperimentazione clinica delle Province di Verona e Rovigo (64198, 3/10/2018);
Comitato Etico per le province di L’Aquila e Teramo (0047463/19, 16/5/2019); Comitato Etico Interaziendale AOU
Maggiore della Carità (364/CE, 12/4/2019), Comitato Etico Interprovinciale Area 1 (27/CE/2019, 2/4/2019).

Study Design and Cohort
In this observational retrospective cohort study, patients aged ≥18 years with at least one prescription for a statin (ATC
code: C10AA) between January 2014 and December 2016 (inclusion period) were screened. The first date of prescription
within the inclusion period was defined the index date. Only patients that were already receiving statins during 12 months
prior index date (experienced statin users) were included in the analysis. Patients were observed for 1 year after index
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date (follow-up period). In order to ensure all patients had a complete follow-up, patients deceased during one year after
index date or that moved to another LHU were excluded.

The presence of the following conditions have been evaluated before the index date: previous CV hospitalization
[acute myocardial infarction and other ischemias (ICD-9-CM code: 410–414), cerebrovascular disease (ICD-9-CM code:
430–438), atherosclerosis and aortic aneurysm and dissection and other aneurysm (ICD-9-CM code: 440–443)] observed
in all available period prior index date; diabetes, identified by the presence in the year pre-index date of at least two
prescriptions of anti-diabetic drugs (ATC code: A10) or a hospitalization with diagnosis of diabetes (ICD-9-CM code
250); prescription of therapeutic classes indicated for CV conditions such as antihypertensive (at least two prescriptions,
ATC codes: C03, C07, C08, C09); cardiac therapy (at least two prescriptions, ATC code C01); antiplatelet (at least two
prescriptions, ATC code: B01AC); anticoagulants (at least two prescriptions, ATC codes: B01AA and B01AB) in
the year pre-index date.

The patients included have been categorized in clusters collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive based on their
characteristics, hierarchically assessed:

1. Previous CV events cluster: included patients with previous CV hospitalization regardless the presence of diabetes
or of therapeutic classes indicated for CV condition (intended as antihypertensive, antiplatelet, anticoagulants, cardiac
therapies).

2. Diabetes cluster: included patients with diabetes without any previous CV events and regardless the presence of
antihypertensive, antiplatelet, anticoagulants, cardiac therapies.

3. CV treatments cluster: comprised patients prescribed at least one of the therapeutic classes indicated for CV
condition (antihypertensive, antiplatelet, anticoagulants, cardiac therapies) that did not present diabetes or previous CV
events.

4. No comorbidity cluster: comprised the remaining patients without previous CV events, diabetes diagnosis and not
treated prior inclusion with any antihypertensive, antiplatelet, anticoagulants, cardiac therapy.

In each cluster, demographic variable as age and sex were collected at index date. Patients were characterized by The
Charlson Comorbidity Index,12 as well as presence of cancer (detected in the 12 months before index date by presence of
ICD-9-CM codes 140–239 and/or exemption code 048 and/or ATC L01 as proxy of diagnosis).

Medication Adherence
Adherence to statin therapy was evaluated during follow-up by calculating the Proportion of Days Covered (PDC), ie the
ratio between the number of days of medication supplied and days of observation (365 days), multiplied by 100.
Hospitalization days were not taken into account in the calculation of PDC. The analysis considered 3 level of
adherence: patients were considered as adherent to therapy if they had a PDC ≥80%, partially adherent with a PDC
in the range 40–79%, low adherent with a PDC <40%. PDC is considered as one of the most reliable method to measure
adherence in chronic therapies, and standard threshold of 80%, which represents likelihood of achieving the most
clinical benefit, is widely accepted.13,14 The cut-offs selected are widely used in the literature to evaluate the levels of
adherence.15–17

Direct Healthcare Costs
The mean annual direct healthcare costs per patient based on total resource consumption were analyzed in terms of drugs,
hospitalizations, and outpatient services during follow-up, stratified by levels of adherence and CV clusters. The
healthcare cost analysis was performed from the perspective of the INHS, with costs reported in Euros (€) referring to
the time-period in which resources were consumed. Drug costs were evaluated using the INHS purchase price and were
further classified as drug CV related (identified by ATC codes B, C, A10) and unrelated (all other ATC code).
Hospitalization costs were determined using DRG tariffs, which represent the reimbursement levels by the INHS to
healthcare providers, CV related hospitalizations were identified by Major Diagnostic Category (MDC) 5 (Diseases &
Disorders of the Circulatory System). The costs of instrumental and laboratory tests were defined according to tariffs
applied by each region.
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Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were reported as mean±standard deviation (SD), categorical variables were expressed as numbers
and percentages. Statistical significance was accepted at P < 0.05. Since costs are generally not normally distributed,
Generalized Linear Models (GLM) were assessed in order to evaluate the correlation between costs and level of
adherence, that was regarded as a characteristic of patients, considering the confounding variables age, male gender,
previous use of statin (at least 9 months), cancer, Charlson comorbidity index. A gamma distribution and identity link
function (in order to retrieve non transformed costs) were applied; therefore, the coefficients are not reported on the
logarithmic scale and are expressed in euros. Post estimation tests included residuals analysis and check for influential
observations. No influential observations were identified and residuals were normally distributed. The model was cross-
validated by using the bootstrap model.

All analyses were performed using Stata SE version 12.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

Results
A total of 436,623 experienced statin users (49.3% male, mean age 69.6 ± 10.5 years) were included in the analysis.
Based on their characteristics, 5.5% of patients fell in the previous CV events cluster (mean age 71 ± 10.6 years, 68%
male), 22.6% in diabetes cluster (mean age 69.9 ± 9.9 years, 53.8% male), 55.7% of patients in CV treatments cluster
(mean age 71.2 ± 9.9 years, 47.9% male), and 16.2% in the no comorbidity (mean age 63.1 ± 11.0 years, 41.5% male)
cluster (Table 1). Proportion of adherent patients (PDC ≥80%) was 53% in the overall cohort, spanning from a minimum
of 42.5% among no comorbidity cluster to 60.7% in the previous CV event cluster (Table 1).

Figure 1A–D reports mean annual direct healthcare costs of patients stratified by level of adherence. Among
patients with previous CV events, total mean annual cost per patients decreased from €4826 for low adherence to
€3497 in adherent patients (p< 0.001, 38% reduction). In the diabetes cluster, costs were reduced of 19% from €2815
(low adherent patients) to €2360 (adherent patients). Also, among patients with CV treatments, mean total annual
costs were higher in low adherent patients (€2077) and decreased in adherent patients (€1863) (11% reduction). In all
three clusters, the cost items related to hospitalizations and outpatient services significantly decreased from lower to
higher level of adherence. In the no comorbidity cluster, mean annual total costs were €1048, 1069 and 1063 in
patients low, partially and adherent, respectively, and no significative trend was reported. As shown in Table 2, mean

Table 1 Patients’ Characteristics and Distribution Based on Levels of Adherence

Overall
Patients

Previous CV
Events

Diabetes CV
Treatments

No
Comorbidity

N 436,623 23,931 (5.5%) 98,715

(22.6%)

243,383

(55.7%)

70,594 (16.2%)

Mean ± SD age 69.6 ± 10.5 71.0 ± 10.6 69.9 ± 9.9 71.2 ± 9.9 63.1 ± 11.0 P value

<0.001

Male N (%) 215,190
(49.3%)

16,265 (68.0%) 53,150
(53.8%)

116,481
(47.9%)

29,294 (41.5%) P value
<0.001

Patients with cancer N (%) 51,827

(11.9%)

3256 (13.6%) 11,445

(11.6%)

30,164 (12.4%) 6962 (9.9%) P value

<0.001
Charlson Comorbidity index mean

± SD

0.5 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 1.2 1.2 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.4 P value

<0.001

Adherence level
Low adherence (PDC <40%) 38,461 (8.8%) 1882 (7.8%) 7104 (7.2%) 20,131 (8.3%) 9344 (13.2%)

Partial adherence (PDC 40–79%) 166,892
(38.2%)

7532 (31.5%) 34,903
(35.4%)

93,168 (38.3%) 31,289 (44.3%)

Adherence (PDC ≥80%) 231,270

(53.0%)

14,517 (60.7%) 56,708

(57.4%)

130,084

(53.4%)

29,961 (42.5%)

Abbreviations: CV, cardiovascular; PDC, proportion of days covered; SD, standard deviations.
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annual costs of CV related hospitalization was superior among low adherent (€1301) than adherent (€969) patients in
previous CV event cluster and same tendency was observed in diabetes patients (from €336 to €283 while moving
from low to high level of adherence). In all cluster in analysis, mean annual costs of CV unrelated hospitalization
significantly decrease with increasing level of adherence. Mean annual number of hospitalizations went from 0.6 (low
adherence) to 0.4 (adherence) in previous CV event patients, from 0.3 (low adherence) to 0.2 (adherence) in diabetes
ones, while CV treatment and no comorbidity clusters reported a mean number of 0.2 and 0.1 hospitalization
respectively, regardless the level of adherence (Supplementary Table 1). According to the GLM analysis (Table 3),
costs were estimated to significantly increase with age in each cluster of analysis (around €13–19), while more
experienced users (prescribed statins for at least 9 months before index date) were significantly associated to an
increment of costs on previous CV event (€603) and diabetes clusters (€126). Presence of adherence was associated to
a saving cost of €879 among patients with previous CV events, €344 among those with diabetes and of €182 among
those with CV treatments. The analysis was cross-validated by using the bootstrap method (Supplementary Table 2)
that yielded the same results.

Figure 1 Mean annual direct healthcare costs of patients stratified by 3 level of adherence in previous CV events cluster (A); diabetes cluster (B); CV treatments cluster
(C); no comorbidity cluster (D).
Abbreviations: CV, cardiovascular; PDC, proportion of days covered.
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As a further analysis, we have investigated the costs in a subset of patients in the second year of follow-up, ie in
the year following adherence assessment. As shown in Supplementary Table 3, once again the mean annual cost of all-
cause hospitalization remained significantly higher among low adherent patients (€2015) than adherent (€1628) ones in
previous CV cluster, and the same trend (even though not statistically significant) was reported for diabetes (€1022 and
€991 for low adherent and adherent patients, respectively).

Discussion
The present real-world study provided insights into the direct healthcare costs in an unselected population of experi-
enced statin users by their level of adherence, which is a key factor to get the most clinical benefit from statin therapies.
Indeed, it has been widely reported in the literature that non-adherence to statin is associated to poor healthcare
Outcomes as an increased risk of CV events, hospitalizations and death.4,18,19 A decreasing trend in the level of
adherence from patients with more serious CV profile to those in primary prevention was observed, in line with other
studies reporting that patients with higher perceived CV risk are less likely to be non-adherent.20 Our findings showed
that overall mean total costs decreased from low adherent to adherent patients in clusters of patients with CV
comorbidities. The cost reduction was particularly evident among patients with previous CV events, that displayed
overall higher costs compared to other clusters: such patients showed a marked reduction (38%) of total expenditure
from nonadherent to adherent patients. Furthermore, our results highlighted a downward trend of proportion of cost
reduction while moving from more to less serious CV profile. In front of an increment of the costs for drugs, in adherent
patients significantly lower costs for hospitalizations were observed in all the cluster in analysis. In line with our data,
a Canadian study reported a low level of adherence significantly associated with increasing hospitalization costs of

Table 2 Detail of Mean Annual Direct Healthcare Costs by CV Related and Unrelated Drugs, Hospitalization and Type of Outpatient
Service of Patients Stratified by 3 Level of Adherence

Drugs Hospitalization Outpatients Services

CV Related,
Mean±SD

CV
Unrelated,
Mean±SD

CV Related,
Mean±SD

CV
Unrelated,
Mean±SD

Lab. Tests,
Mean±SD

Diagnostic
Tests,

Mean±SD

Visits,
Mean±SD

Previous CV events
PDC <40% 599±815 465±1265 1301±4285 1488±4539 126±211 791±3654 57±129
PDC 40–79% 663±741 447±1108 1479±4811 1314±4176 115±191 498±2077 58±104

PDC ≥80% 749±656 448±1095 969±3686 727±2526 106±155 444±1760 55±80

P-value <0.001 0.813 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.05

Diabetes
PDC <40% 580±673 357±981 336±2394 988±4022 118±205 387±1809 49±98
PDC 40–79% 658±586 338±904 388±2592 717±2940 108±165 318±1217 49±71

PDC ≥80% 777±581 353±990 283±2040 481±2023 107±161 308±1065 50±64

P-value <0.001 <0.05 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.938

CV treatments
PDC <40% 298.±2350 297±893 255±2205 741±3277 94±193 356±1723 35±60
PDC 40–79% 345±378 307±1311 306±2295 601±2640 86±155 316±1227 35±60

PDC ≥80% 443±423 318±1098 265±1990 418±1859 83±142 300±1022 35±60

P-value <0.001 <0.05 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.690

No comorbidity
PDC <40% 81±137 201±1062 58±1040 409±2563 65±144 211±1032 22±38
PDC 40–79% 142±412 207±1184 68±1050 349±1928 65±135 214±680 24±101

PDC ≥80% 202±253 213±733 63±919 279±1466 64±122 218±699 24±49
P-value <0.001 0.509 0.680 <0.001 0.261 0.679 <0.05

Abbreviations: CV, cardiovascular; PDC, proportion of days covered.
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approximately $1060 per person for patients treated with statin who actually used hospitalization services over a 3-year
period of follow-up.21

An Italian study based on administrative databases, the ARNO Observatory study, reported for patients at very high
risk of CV events (patient discharged for acute coronary syndrome, cerebrovascular or peripheral artery diseases) treated
with statins a total cost, per patient per year, of € 12,979 for adherent patients and € 13,181 for non-adherent.9 Similar to

Table 3 Generalized Linear Model for Healthcare Direct Costs Stratified by Level of Adherence Among Each Cluster in Analysis

Coefficient 95% Confidence Interval P

Lower Upper

Previous CV events
Age 13 64 20 <0.001
Sex (ref. female) 294 152 437 <0.001

Previous statin prescription ≥9 months (ref. no prescription) 603 460 745 <0.001

Cancer (ref. no cancer) 696 451 942 <0.001
Charlson Comorbidity Index 781 716 846 <0.001

Low adherence (PDC <40%) Ref. –

Partial adherence (PDC 40–79%) −38 −365 288 0.818
Adherence (PDC ≥80%) −879 −1184 −574 <0.001

Constant 1599 1029 2169 <0.001

Diabetes
Age 20 17 22 <0.001

Sex 161 114 209 <0.001
Previous statin prescription ≥9 months (ref. no prescription) 126 46 205 <0.01

Cancer (ref. no cancer) 652 556 749 <0.001

Charlson Comorbidity Index 1021 956 1087 <0.001
Low adherence (PDC <40%) Ref. –

Partial adherence (PDC 40–79%) −185 −291 −79 =0.001

Adherence (PDC ≥80%) −344 −447 −242 <0.001
Constant −172 −376 32 0.099

CV treatments
Age 19 18 20 <0.001

Sex 239 211 268 <0.001
Previous statin prescription ≥9 months (ref. no prescription) 40 −8 88 0.102

Cancer (ref. no cancer) 710 649 770 <0.001

Charlson Comorbidity Index 861 818 904 <0.001
Low adherence (PDC <40%) Ref. –

Partial adherence (PDC 40–79%) −62 −119 −5 <0.05

Adherence (PDC ≥80%) −182 −238 −126 <0.001
Constant 259 153 364 <0.001

No comorbidity
Age 14 13 15 <0.001

Sex −58 −92 −23 =0.001

Previous statin prescription ≥9 months (ref. no prescription) 9 −36 53 0.706
Cancer (ref. no cancer) 623 523 724 <0.001

Charlson Comorbidity Index 559 492 627 <0.001

Low adherence (PDC <40%) Ref. –
Partial adherence (PDC 40–79%) −13 −64 38 0.625

Adherence (PDC ≥80%) −0.2 −52 51 0.993

Constant 42 −46 131 0.344

Abbreviations: CV, cardiovascular; PDC, proportion of days covered.
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our cluster of previous CV events and diabetes, hospitalizations were the major determinant of the total costs, and were
higher among non-adherent patients. However, the overall costs differ from our results; a possible explanation is
represented by the different methodology applied to evaluate adherence, expressed as medical possession ratio with a cut-
off of 300-unit doses or more during the 365 days of follow-up to be considered adherent, while we analyzed up to three
level of adherence to provide more scenarios. Furthermore, the ARNO cohort comprised patients at very high risk that
could require more hospital re-admissions.9

We have reported potential savings in the overall healthcare costs significantly associated with patients fully adherent
with CV comorbidities/treatments, while this trend was not reported for the no comorbidity cohort, suggesting once again
how the optimization of adherence may have a positive impact on patients in secondary prevention or with more severe
comorbid profile that entail higher resource utilization and consequently higher costs. Also international studies have
reported medication adherence to statins to be generally associated with a net economic benefit: Sokol et al22 showed the
pattern of cost offsets for hypercholesterolemia in a large benefit plan population, and found that total healthcare costs
decrease at high levels of drug adherence, from $6888 (PDC <20%) to $3924 (PDC ≥ 80) for disease-related healthcare
costs, and from $10,916 (PDC <20%) to $6752 (PDC ≥ 80) for all cause healthcare costs. The increased drug costs were
more than offset by reductions in the other direct costs, yielding a reduction in overall healthcare costs. In this direction,
a systematic review reported that in patients at higher CV risk improving adherence to statin therapies through
appropriate interventions generated a savings of €126 ($160) per patient over 5 years.23 In the previous CV events,
diabetes and CV treatments cluster, male sex was associated with an increment of costs; this result is in line with
evidence indicating male gender is associated to a tendency of lower level of adherence.24

We acknowledge some limitations of our analysis, principally due to its descriptive nature, based on data collected
through administrative databases. First, since data on the use of pharmacological treatments were retrieved from medical
prescriptions and dispensing, the reasons for non-adherence and the actual use of therapies by the patients were not
retrievable from the databases. Secondly, the link between low adherence and increased costs could be due to the lack of
collection of inpatient use of statin treatment during hospitalization, which was not taken into account in the adherence
assessment. However, the sub-analysis performed for the second year of follow-up showed the trend of hospitalization
costs was maintained in patients with a more serious CV profile, thus minimizing this bias. Moreover, primary care data
were not reported as they are not present in the databases. Out-of-pocket costs (ie private health care visits) could not be
evaluated as administrative databases contain data on healthcare resources reimbursed by INHS. A further limitation is
the lack of clinical information or other potential confounders that could have influenced our results, especially not-
measurable variables as patient attitude towards medication or social status. Ultimately, the results are representative to
the sample population and may not be generalised to the overall population.

Conclusion
The present real-world study used data from daily clinical practice to investigate the direct healthcare costs for INHS of
patients with an established statin therapy based on their medication adherence. The results show a decreasing tendency
of the mean total costs as adherence levels increase. Furthermore, in front of an increment of costs for drugs,
a reduction of costs related to hospitalizations and outpatient services was reported. The trends herein reported were
particularly evident in patients with previous CV events, in which adherent patients were associated to costs reduction.
Overall, our findings add to the growing body of evidence that improving adherence could positively affect the
economic burden of long-term therapies as in the case of statin treatments and may suggest efforts should be made
towards the implementation of tailored strategy based on patients’ comorbidities and CV profile to optimize the
adherence to statins.
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